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NEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the US dollar strengthened across the board 

against its major international trading partners this week. It gained the most (by 0.68%) 

against the Japanese yen, by 0.63% against the Singapore dollar, 0.44% against the Pound, 

by 0.39% each against the Euro and the Danish krona, by 0.33% against the Swiss franc, 

0.23% against the Canadian $ and by 0.11% against the Australian $. 

2. The US economy grew at its fastest pace in nearly 11 years as the estimate of third quarter 

GDP growth was revised up to a 5% annual pace from 3.9% reported last month. Consumer 

spending, which comprises two-thirds of the economic activity, grew at 3.2% (bulk of the 

uptick in this category has been as a result of including spending under the ‘Obama-care’ 

healthcare program) while growth in business investments was 8.9%. Separately, the price 

index for gross domestic purchases increased by 1.4%, compared to 2% growth seen in the 

second quarter. The economy had expanded by 4.6% in the preceding quarter.  

3. Britain’s economy expanded by 2.6% in the third quarter from a year earlier. Even though 

the Euro zone slump held back exports, household spending remained the main driver of 

growth, rising 0.9%. Exports rose 0.6% in the third quarter while imports increased 1.3%, 

widening the current account deficit to a record GBP 27 billion ($42 billion). UK is 

expected to overtake France as the world’s 5
th

 largest economy in 2014, although IMF 

estimates continue to predict this to happen by 2017. 

4. Japan announced a JPY 3.5 trillion ($29 billion) fiscal stimulus package in a bid to prop up 

lagging regional economies and low-income households with subsidies, merchandise 

vouchers and other schemes. The  stimulus package will not require fresh debt issuances 

(existing government debt is 250% of GDP) as the government plans to fund it by using 

unspent money from previous budgets and tax revenues. On the inflation front, falling oil 

prices have created headaches for the central bank, which is still fighting to stoke inflation 

currently at 0.9% as opposed to the BoJ’s target of 2%. 

5. As a mild avatar of indirect capital controls, Russia instructed its PSUs and several private 

sector exporters to sell a part of their foreign currency revenue, as a part of a 1 trillion Ruble 

($19 billion) bank recapitalization scheme to prevent the currency crisis from spilling onto 

the financial system. The government also set limits on net forex assets for exporters, while 

the central bank installed supervisors at the trading desks of top state banks. The Russian 

ruble gained 49% from a record low of 80.10 per $ on December 16 to 53.90. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in the range of Rs 

63.14-63.70 per $. It ended the week with a loss of 27 paise to close at Rs 63.57 per $. The 

forward premium levels across maturities of 1-month, 3-month, 6-month and 12-month 

stood at 7.49%, 7.44%, 7.27% and 6.81% p.a. as against 7.56%, 7.4%, 7.2% and 6.35% 

respectively in the previous week. RBI’s foreign exchange reserves as on the week ended 

December 19, 2014 stood at $319.9 billion (increase of $3.16 billion over the previous 

week), very close to the all-time high of $320.7 billion last seen in September 2011.  
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VIEWS 

1. As the calendar year draws to a close, we look back to the broad trends in the markets. A 

relatively stable rupee (compared to the tumultuous year of 2013, which will surely become 

the benchmark for conducting stress tests), weakening commodity prices (led by a tumble in 

oil prices), a benign inflation environment and a distinct divergence in the economic growth 

rates in the developed world. These are the themes which most likely will continue to 

influence market movements in the coming year. The focus will remain on what central 

bankers do and say even as the financial media chooses to obsess over the monetary policy 

actions of technocrats rather than the fiscal responsibility of political leaders. The number of 

analysts who could foretell a $60/barrel price of oil back in July was perhaps zero. The 

inherent unpredictability of asset prices and the infidelity of forecast methodologies 

underscore the importance of risk management in finance.  

2. We have maintained that the last quarter of our fiscal year will see a substantial demand-

supply mismatch of dollars in the market, in favor of the latter. Going forward into the year, 

exporters may have to encounter both a stable rupee and shrinking forward premium (more 

so if the US Federal Reserve decides in favor of hiking benchmark rates in the second half 

of the year). Consumer price inflation (at 4.38%) in India has already moved below the 

RBI’s ‘glide path’ for Jan’16 and a policy rate cut from the central bank is expected sooner 

rather than later to provide a fillip to domestic industry in the coming quarters. This, 

coupled with a weakness in prices of key commodities, will continue to strengthen our 

balance of payments position. Corporate borrowers of late have enjoyed benefits of very 

low interest rates abroad and have found fully hedged FC loans even cheaper than rupee 

loans. This trade-off might change once domestic interest rates start coming down. Bond 

yields are already pointing in this direction. 

3. Our analysis (using different time frames and horizons) has shown that a consistent strategy 

of selling dollars forward has yielded a better realization than keeping receivables 

unhedged. An extension of the same logic suggests that importers should not look to cover 

any exposure beyond one month and if need be, only consider OTMF option contracts. 

Largely tempered intra-day volatility in the USD/INR pair has meant that similar tenure 

options are not as pricey as they were even a year back.  

4. On the international front, the US dollar rose to a 7-1/2 year high against the Yen and to an 

almost 2-1/2 year high against the Euro. With several key markets closed for Christmas 

holidays, trading volumes have been scant. Widening differentials between the US and the 

Japanese and German yields could see building up of long positions in the dollar once 

markets open after the break. We are keeping our ranges for the major non-$ currencies 

unchanged, as follows: 

$ 1.50 – 1.62 per GBP,  

$ 1.18 – 1.30 per EUR, and  

JPY 116 – 128 per $. 
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